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What’s Happening in Biomedical and Biology?

Course: Honors Biology                                                                                                       Teacher: Ms. Shank

Honors Biology students completed a science take-out lab, modeling Genetic engineered bacteria. Students

simulated DNA, plasmids, restrictive enzymes, and sticky ends to create the protein insulin. Students

modeled how scientists use DNA microarrays to determine levels of gene expression in breast cancer

patients, and then chose treatments based on what they learn. Group captains explained how

understanding gene expression can lead to improved treatments for disease. As an extension, our students

chose two of the genes in the microarray profile and research what cell regulation processes the genes

control. Students will report to the class what they learned. Students can find the genes in the National

Center for Biotechnology Information Gene database.

“What happened to Anna Garcia- Part Two”

Teacher: Ms. Wall                                                                                                         Course: Human Body Systems      

The students concluded after much crime scene investigation that Anna did not die from foul play. The

medical record shows that Anna was diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes at age 14. Now the students are

focused on diabetes. The students began their investigation by taking the survey from the American

Diabetes Association to see their own risk for diabetes. Quickly students transferred this to their family and

others they knew. They learned about the life of a diabetic and made some item to teach about diabetes.

Through a You Tube they learned how to conduct a glucose tolerance test and to graph the results.

Scenarios from two additional patients were provided. They received lab results which they analyzed and

graphed. They established a diagnosis of diabetes for one of the patients. It is truly exciting to see

freshmen and sophomore students so knowledgeable about a disease that has such an impact on lives, our

health care system and economy.

STEM EVENTS

Junior Achievement Career Training (VAOE): 11/8 , 11/15, 11/22

Site Visit to Siemens Energy (VAOE): 11/19

UNCC Senior Design Expo (VAOE): 12/6

Livingston and Haven Individual Job Shadow (VAOE): 12/13

Re-Vance Recycling (Environmental Justice Club): December 



Vance Academy of Engineering

Design ● Devise ● Exceed

Project: Majority Vote Machine Project

In unit 2, students in Digital Electronics were challenged with the task of designing, building, and 

demonstrating the design process it takes to create an electronic voting machine.  The voting machine will 

allow four board members (President, Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer) to cast their ballots 

anonymously as the device will display the final pass/fail status from each of their decisions.

Teacher: Mr. Wykoff                                                                                                          Course: Digital Electronics

Cougars Head to Pittsburgh with MGR
A Reflection by Crystal  Moungle

Project: Digital Dice

In unit 1, students in Digital Electronics were challenged with the task of soldering and computer simulating 

a complete  random number generator. This design, the Board Game Counter, also known as a digital dice is 

their first exposure to combinational and sequential logic, which are the basic building blocks of digital 

electronics.  Students use Circuit Design Software to build and test the complete digital logic section of the 

Board Game Counter design.

A Reflection by Crystal  Moungle

POWER SHIFT. An original thought that consisted of flower loving hippies 

but evolved into so much more. This experience provided me with 

knowledge that has inspired me to make a change in my community. 

I was initially shocked when my teacher, Ms. Merkl, announced the trip

and its meaning. I felt this way simply because I don’t consider myself an

environmental activist. This experience elevated my knowledge of how

many people are suffering from environmental injustice in our country

and around the world. Personally, as a member of a low income family,

the environment is not taken into large consideration, although it does not

go unnoticed. In my mind, there were bigger issues within my quest for

change. This changed during a panel discussion during Power Shift about

food and the community. The fact that impoverished communities are

targeted in the mid-west and Northern United States questioned my view

on American urban planning. I was able to identify similar problems

occurring within my region like the availability of healthy food and the

absence of knowledge as to how to use these foods in my everyday life.

The most memorable line I remember was by a keynote speaker that said,

“I have a healthy disrespect for authority.” I found it to be a powerful

statement because I realized just how important the speaker considered

the environment to her well being. I don’t think I’ve ever seen someone

that was so passionate about the environment and her ability to persuade

others to be just as passionate was very inspiring. This was truly an

amazing experience and I will never forget it. I want to thank MGR for

opening my eyes and expanding my view of environmental justice.

Students: Imante Eichelberger,

Crystal Moungle, Jasheem Anduze,

Deep Dave, Emerita Solano, Maya

Hall, Michael Jefferson, Kevin Bui.

Climate change conference in 

Pittsburgh, PA October 18-20, 

2013. Eight Vance students 

attended with MGR staff and were 

able to participate in conferences, 

speakers, panels and workshops 

that opened their eyes to 

environmental justice issues 

across the world.


